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COLOR! DAY DANCE

LARRY GRAYSON'S BAND
SEVERANCE GYM, 2
8-1-

SENATE ISSUC5 CALL TOU
HANDCOOX EDITOR;
SEE RODERT DUMAP

1941-4- 2

Official Student Publication, of the College of Wooster

Review

STAN COATES

orders 2,000,000 ton

Thousands Throng
Campus For 37th

1
F. D.. R.
of shipping d-

of Big Four at the Big Four cabinet
meeting, Tuesday, May 6, in the Congressional room n Kauke 'hall.. Bob

Big Four May Ask Alrich

JBJi.lQefense,.

---

bonds and stamps go" on" sale today
. . . If Nazis invade Portugal, U. S.
British troops
may seize Azores

Position
A s Instructor in India

To

Rsiain-H- is

tyfest

waseIect("vlce-presIdent7"'Mar-gar-

Wooster Focuses Attention
Qn Honoring Its Queen

et

Ahrens, secretary, and John
Smeltz, treasurer. Retiring officers are
Alex Drysdale, '41, who was chosen
James Cannell, president; Jean Jacob- land in Iraq.
in February, to represent Wooster at
Martha Wylie, sec.
FRIDAY Iraq artillery bombards Ewing Christian College in Allahabad, son,
British .' . . Lord Beaverbrook ap- India, will be unavailable for that retary; and Stan Good, treasurer.
Officers Active
pointed to direct all British war proDunlap, who is a junior, also is
duction.
'
senior member of the Student Senate,
Iraq appeals to
SATURDAY
president'
of Sunday Evening forum,
Germany for aid. Battle in Near East
of his class. West,
and
continues.
sophomore,
is
president
of the Y.
a
SUNDAY 26 American munition
has
of
C.
been
member
M.
and
a
A.,
ships reported in Suez, with battleyear.
Senate
Student
Margaret
the
this
ship convoy. U. S. Navy Department
Ahrens is president 'of World Fel
Automobile
denies convoy
lowship, and John Smeltz, besides be
duction . to be reduced 20 per cent
ing program chairman of the Y. M,
starting Aug. 1.
C. A. and a member of the Student
MONDAY British still fight Iraq
is also active in freshman
Senate,
Mostroops. Germany trying to incite
football
and basketball.
lem holy war. Tobruk siege continues
Big
Four
is comprised of the four
. .' . Hitler pleads for more sacrifice,
leading
religious
organizations on the
this1
R.
year . . . F. D.
says no victory
Sunday
campus,
Evening ' forum,
ready
is
S.
"ever
warns world that U.
World Fellowship, Y. M. C. A., and
to fight again" for its faith in deI
Y. W. C. A. Every officer in each of
Greyhound
strike.
bus
.
.
mocracy .
these
activities, becomes automatically
Selassie
back
Haile
TUESDAY
member
of the Big Four cabinet.
a
11
reveals
DRYSDALB
Canada
that
throne
ALEX
on
Duties Are Many
American airmen, who flew American-mad- job, it was learned this week. DrysThe duties which Big Four under
bombers to England, were killed dale who is eligible for the draft,
when the ship on which they were sought deferment through the Board takes are many and occur through
the entire year. Before school
returning was sunk.
of Foreign Missions of the Presbyter out
Stimpson says ian church under the direction of Mr convenes in the fall, the cabinet holds
WEDNESDAY
what is known as a "retreat" at some
U. S. Navy must aid Britain . . j Wilbur La Roe,
Washington attor
nearby resort, in order to plan freshRaiders swarm overScotland.
ney, but his request was rejected,
man orientation week and other acANALYSIS OF RECENT BAL- At the Big Four cabinet meeting,
KAN CAMPAIGN rThe Germans Tuesday, May 6, a motion was passed tivities during the year. Early in the
gained complete domination over all to ask Bill Alrich, '39, who is in fall a financial campaign is conducted
to -- raise funds to carjyOB!t their
the Balkans; even more complete than Allahabad now under the Wooster-in- plans;
The Wooster in India project,
merely having a friendly government. India plan, to remain at Ewing. Col
financing
the
of an exchange student
Thus gained alfcindustry, agriculture, lege for another year. The committee
Wooster,
in
and
the, Scots' Run projtransportation, and many important which selected Drysdale was com'
Morgantown,
in
ect
W. Va.,
are
strategic bases.
. posed of Dean William
Westhafer,
among
the
more
important
of these
But the Germans lost heavily in Dean John Bruere, Dr. Milton Vance,
men and equipment. They were forced Robert Haring, Jean Jacobson and activities. Selection of "big" and
"little" brothers and sisters is also
to fight when they didn't want to. Alice Forman.'
done by the Big Four.
They weakened their power to subdue,
The Wooster in India plan has for
and keep in submission, more groups its purpose the furthering of under
of rebellious people. Most important, standing between Christian college stu
the industry and agriculture that form- dents in India and in America, and is
erly helped Germany was terribly sponsored and financed by the Big
blasted in the progress of battle.
Four organizations on the Wooster
Herb Rogers, one of the winners of
- The British gained
international campus. The extensive financial drive the local oratorical contest will pregoodwill by keeping their promise to staged by the Big Four early in the
sent his oration, 'The Architects of
help their friends. They exacted a fall was to raise enough money to
Tomorrow", a discourse on world
'heavy toll of German life and equip- keep
Wooster student in Ewing peace, at Wayne College in Detroit,
ment. They ruined the lands for Ger. College.
Michigan, the evening of May 10,
man use.
Drysdale was to sail in June for as Wooster's representative to the NaBut the British lost 12,000 men India to assume his various' duties as
tional Civic, Oratorical contest.
killed or captured.
thous- - instructor in .English and religion and
t
Representatives from six colleges
and jWere evacuated safely. Britain lost as warden in Princeton, the men's and
universities Albion College and
at least six troopships and destroyers. dormitory.-O- ne
of the many things Wayne University of Michigan, West,
Berlin claims many more. Most im- - required of him would have been the
ern Reserve, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan,
portaht, they lost their supremacy in preaching of a sermon sometime dur and the College of Wooster
in Ohio
the Eastern Mediterranean.
ing his stay in Ewing. Former Wooster will compete for a first prize of (30
representatives have also been called and second of 20.
Miami "Campus Owls" upon to give radio talks- - on current The local civic oratorical contest
political and international topics.
was organized in 1908 by DcJ3elbert
Lean, head of the Speech department
for Soph Prom
in cooperation with Prof. Robert Fulton of Ohio Wesleyan and Prof. John
... The Miami Campus Owls, a thirThe
Classical
Club
will
F. Smith of Colgate and continues
present
an
teen piece orchestra from Miami Uniadaptation
Roman
of
play,
a
Platitus'
each year offering two prizes of 23
versity, will supply the music for the
sophomore formal dance on Friday, "The Twins", as its annual produc- to the two top contestants. The wintion on the Kauke Quad, Monday ners are then designated as the colMay 16.
Betty Lockwood, Mildred Martin, evening, May 26. Bethel Boyer is d lege orators and are assigned to comMarion Carletdn, Barbara Baker, Jim recting the performance in which Paul pete in either the Ohio oratorical
Relph, and Scott Leonard are the Gruber, Bill Hydorn, Bill. Cox, Mar contest or the national civic oratorical
members of the decoration commit- tha Milburn, Dave Neely, John Bone, contest by Dr. Lean. The College of
and Bob Arnold will take part.' Sel Wooster orators elected for this year
tee.
The dance committee is composed ma Bishlawy and Hi Tindall will do a are James Baird and Rogers. Baird
of Oscar Schrader, Betty Py, Helen jitterbug dance and Annarie Peters was sent to the State oratorical con
test and placed first.
Cookingham, Robert Sanborn, Gloria will do a ballet dance.
Parker, and Bud DeLelys.
Chaperones for the event will be
Dean and Mrs. John Bruere, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Murray, Mr. and Mrs,
By MARTHA STARK
Frederick Graebel, Mr. and Mrs. Wilthe Little Theatre stage this year
liam Schfoeder, Mr. and Mrs. William
definite
A
contrast to the. heavy, on
Schreiber, and Mr and Mrs. William mystical type of dramas that have Bethel Boyer handles the part of
Kieffer.
been presented on Wooster's Little Cecily and Jim Wise is Mr. Jack
This dance is open to all classes Theatre stage this year is the highly Worthington with whom Gwendolyn
as long as the bids last. There will be amusing and sparkling comedy ."The (Marilyn Johnston) falls matify in
2 o'clock permissions
granted to Importance of .Being Earnest" which love, thinking him to be someone else.
those who attend. Bids may be pur opens this evening and will be pre- Cecily too is tricked into loving. Alchased from either Harry Eicher, sented again on May 10, Color Day gernon Moncriff (Art Pocock) whom
John Clay or Jack Muxworthy.
in Scott auditorium by members of she belieVes to be her cousin Earnest.
The comical romance between Wayne
the senior class. The cast has not
Lykes and Martha Wylie, the rector
to work long on this production
Students Register Monday
and
tutor respectively, in all its sin
but with such a talented and experbrings back the days of when
cerity
. Mr. Arthur F. Southwick, registrar, ienced group, the play has taken shape
Pa
was
courtin' Ma, Dick Miller and
announced today the following sched beautifully.
Bob
Thomas
are the only fortunate
ule for registration which will be fol
Modernistic Scenery Used
members
the
of
cast who are not bit
lowed on Monday, May 12, in Galpin
'The Importance of Being Earnest"
by
the
pesky
little love bug, but
ten
basement.' Juniors ..will register from is a costume play of English backof
spite
in
seem
it
to get along quite
sophomores from
ground, set in the early years of the
well.
freshmen
and
from
twentieth century. The modernistic
Dr. Lean Directs
scenery, whicli is being used for the .
Miss Little Holds Class first time on a Wooster stage, will at The plot as can be readily seen is
first glance strike the audience as being a mixture of romances and mistaken
On May 12 and 13 the training very odd, yet extremely pleasing, but identities, nobility and not so noble,
course for the new headwaiters will if New York can do it there's nothing but as long as "all's well that ends
be' given by Mis Mabel Little, di- to' hold back Wooster's Little Theatre well', "The Importance of Being
rector of dormitories. The class begins group.
Earnest" is really a genuine source of
in the early evening and continues for,
Billie Rhoades portrays Lady Brack- entertainment. Dr. Lean as usual is
several hours. Those recently chosen nell, a practical, nosy, firm,. yet al- directing the production
and from
as. headwaiters are: Jim Vitelja,"' Jim luring mother.
Marilyn Johnston his numerous previous successes all
Bean, , Les Thomas, Cal ,Dagg and Splays a young,
which points to an "o ..Jdtffg1 senior play,
Cameron Satterthwaite.
is a direct' contrast to her other roles The curtain rises at 8:13 p.m.
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Rogers Competes
In Civic Contest

.

Forty-eigh-

--

Play

Actors Go Roman

Comedy, 'Importance of Being Earnest'
Opens Tonight as Senior Production
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Pageant Holds Spot Light
Biggest and most colorful event of
the day will be the traditional Color
Day pageant which will be presented
the stadium at 10:30 Saturday
morning after the coronation of the
May Queen. This year's pageant, a
Persian fantasy called
was written by Betty Dodds and
Alice Forman. The pageant's setting
will be that of a Persian market place.
A cast of over 60 students will take .
part in the gay spectacle. Finishing
touches will be applied tonight at the
last full dress rehearsal.
Principal roles in the pageant are
played - hn
Bathgate, Alladin; Roland Ratz, the Sultan; Eleanor
Leach, - Scheherazade - and -- Virginia
Lee, the Princess. Five individual
dance groups wiU perform as a part
:

...

.

s

tend.

L

'

Weekend-Activitie-

Wooster't 37th Color Day celebra
tion will be held this Saturday, May
10. Over 3000 visitors are expected to
be on the campus for the annual
event. Following the usual custom, all
Friday afternoon classes will be excused in order that those partitaparing
may make everything in readiness for
the celebration.
"Friday night, the 31st May Queen,
Ruth Lamborn, will hold a din
ner at the Wooster Country dub.
All members of her court and many
special guests have been invited to at-

.

vice-preside-

.

Annual Color Day

was

THURSDAY, MAY

iverted toaid

Vooster Honors. Lamborn, Queen of Color Day

Drysdale, Draftee, Big Four Cabinet ,
Dunlap to
Loses Deferment; Elects
'4142 Presidency
Can1! Go To India Bob Dunlap
elected president

f acts In
.1 , By

Number 24
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for the dance which

of honor will be: Eleanor Rogers.
May Queen of Judy Young and Mimi Graebel are
Wooster's thirty-firs- t
Day morning, Satur the flower girls; Stewart Wright and
1941
Billy Schreiber are the
day, May 10. The coronation
will take place at 10 a.m. just James 'Anderson Jr. will serve as
prior to the Color. Day pageant. Miss
Friday night the May Queen will
Jeanne Simmons of Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., last year's queen will crown give a dinner-dance
for members of
the new queen.
her court and her guests of honor.
Members, of the May Queen's court This event, which comes on the eve
will attend her at the traditional cere of her coronation, will be held at the
mony. They are: Jean Anne Cotton, Wooster Country Club. Larry Gray
Lois Grove, Jean Hudson, Barbara son's orchestra will provide the music
McConnell, Peggy Bamford, Margaret
Sherrard, Mary Ann Riddle, Betty
Max Hellman
Dodds, John Hess, Clarence Bailey,
Miss Ruth Lambom will be crowned

-o-

Severance gym.
The May Queen's special guests will
be V resident- - ana Mrs. varies r.
Wishart, Dean , Rachel MacKenzie,
Dean and Mrs. William R. Westhafer,
Dean and Mrs. John Bruere and the
May Queen's mother, Mrs. Charles
C. Lamborn and sister, Jane, of Ar- -

n-Color

cere-mone-

train-bearer-

y

crown-beare-

s.

r.

--

ington, Va.

Voice Taies Poll
On Sunday Rules

,

By Bill Hail
Voice Poll Editor

Retains

Alexander Drysdale,
Paul Stewart,
Robert Haring, Roger Stoneburner,
Warren DeBolt and Paul Gruber.
The administration announced this
The court heralds will be: Celia
week
that the student exchange schol
Retzler and Becky Hostetter. The maid
arship has been granted to Max Hell-man- n
of Forest Hills, New York, for
successive year. - Hell-mansecond
the
who formerly lived in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, stated that he was exGerald Stryker of Kingston, New tremely happy to be able to remain
Jersey, was elected president of the on the campus.
Max, a chemistry major, studied last
Student Senate, at the chapel elec
year
at New York University, after
tions, Friday, May 2. His defeated
arriving
in the United States in No
opponent" is Robert Dunlap, of Washvember,
In Prague in 1937 he
1939,
ington, Pa. The election was originalobtained
abitur
his
from the Gerly scheduled for Thursday, May 1,
Realgymnasium
and later at
man
but because no announcement was
Hoch-schulTechnische
tended
German
the
made in Chapel concerning the elec-

Exchange Scholarship

Stryker Becomes
Senate President

,,,

u

ge

i"..

'

Hellman speaks Czechoslovakian,
German, and Spanish, as well as Eng
lish, and his major irerests are in
tennis, skiing, and swimming. Orig-

1

.

sixty-nin.

to Wooster 'by
the International Student Service of
New York, he is at present classified
'
as a first semester junior.
inally recommended

'
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Bob Edwards, Editor,
Issues Call for Staff
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Mr. Bradford received flowers from
many members of his classes.
Students Meet
Men
Examinations showed that Mr. BradTwo lieutenants from the United
ford was not seriously ill, and he
States Naval Reserve Aviation Base
was released from the ' hospital on
at Detroit, Mich., were on the cam
Wednesday. The Chaucer banquet wiU
pus Wednesday, May 7, to interview
take place as scheduled on May, 15.
and confer with college students.' Mr.
Arthur F .Southwick, registrar," ar
Men Pay Room Fees
ranged for the conferences, by cor
Five dollar room deposits for res- responding with Ensign J. H. Bour
idence in Douglass hall and Kenarden gen of the Cadet Selection Board,, at
lodge next year must be aid at the the Aviation Base in Detroit. A
office of the Dean of Men by Friday,
was held in Kenarden lounge
May 9. A fifty cent
following th noon meal Wednesday
upon all who make payment and later private interviews Vera con
after that date. .
ducted in the gymnasium.

Navy

'

--

wiui,

i

Bradford Recovers

sed

here are also many people in

capacities who are.
responsible for a large part of the
work in presenting the student sen- ate'g Color Day pageant. Olivia Jud- son serves as technical director in
charge of music and action cues. Bob
Dunlap is acting as publicity rti;rmfln
and Marian Roller is serving at head
of the property committee. Phoebe
Ho user and her committee are re- sponsible for the costumes which will
put color into Color Day.
Activities Varied
In addition to the pageant, many'
other events will keep everybody en
tertained throughout the day. The
senior class play, "The Importance of
Being Earnest", will be presented on
,
, c
.
.
i
Thursday and Saturday
nights. This
e
Oscar Wilde wiU
,
.
.
,
be given by an all senior cast selected,
.
i r
from recent campus
dramatic sue- -

all-colle-

A call has been issued by Robert
Edwards, new editor of the 1941-4- 2
Index to all prospective staff members to register at the Index office in
the basement of the library Friday
from 2:30 until 5 p.m. No staff
positions have as yet been filled, and
selections for the staff positions leading
deEnglish
to' the positions of Editor and
the
George Bradford of
Business
manager will be made from
Sunsuddenly,
taken
ill
partment was
day, May 4, at his apartment in Doug- those indicating desire to work. Relass hall. It was necessary to remove porters, sports writers, proof readers,
him immediately to Bee son's hospital art workers, typists, and advertising
for treatment. While in the 'hospital, and business workers are needed, -

fi,-)k3n-po-

pru,.
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con-feren-
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technical

Wooster students do not believe
that religion is emphasized too much
on the campus although they do want
J ,
.
.
,
the Sunday sports rule repealed. The
were the results or two questions of
,
it c
j ' opinion cunauiwu
j j
tne pou
oi . nuaeni
..
.
.
..
;
x
n
i
i
, ,
in
,
. . ,
py uie voice on xurauay,
I
.
"
TL. .
think that the Sunday .ports rule
a gotf
should be repealed?
and, Do you
. .
,
believe that too much emphasis is
I
. on
TV7
luouun
t:
Ll - J on
'
religion at wuuhcei
piacea
dance wUl be held in the
Tn
nilMfinn
rh
nn
Sun.
... MiwarI crvm
I
J
m per cem. OIf .11
oay
.pons, oy
ui l io
p
Pretident
voting wanrea tne ruie removea;
i m&rt
will
.
k;.
i
cuij'HuniaJ
rpi
J'J
H
I
ui
annual Color Day sermon.
more anxious co nave me van mica
.1
wc wuiueii, men 1AT per uiii,.
uian .L
n1 v
women 64 per cent. On this question UraClV. Lllllllim HfiaQ
all classes agreed closely. Seventy per I T
. i m
m
cent of the freshmen, sophomores, fl CW LDfimiCai uOCieiY
and juniors answered "yes" to the!
e
per cent of the
question;
The newly organized Wooster
chae.
'
I
.
I ter of the American Chemical
agreed.
seniors
Soortv
A majority of 61 per cent of all was granted a full charter recently bv
students who voted said that thejr did President William L. Evans, head of
not believe religion was
the National Chemical Commission,
sized at Wooster. The women made up The present officers of the local so- the majority, since 52 per cent of the defy are, Dr. Roy Grady, chairman
men said they did believe that re--1 and Dr. John W. Outturn, secretmry-Seventy- - treasurer. Dr. Grady and Dr. Outturn
ligion is
three per cent of the women answered were among the pioneer organizers
w
or tne wooster territory embracing
In general, the upperclasses fur- - fOUr counties with an elimtl.
nished a greater majority of those who of 59 potential members. Only chem- saia tney aid not oeueve that religion uu holding graduate degrees in chenu
is
Here are the to- - Lstry are eligible for membership.
tab by classes
The foremost aim of th.
Religion
freshmen organization is to unite the chmirr
I - 9SMT
45 rir Mfl, UftllAnAMI
'
-f I
i
ue country into an uv
oi
juniors 36 per cent, and seniors 35 tellectual cooperative unit thmt ,,rt

e.

tions only a small number of the
students voted. The Senate decided in
fairness to both candidates that a reelection be held.
President Stryker's statement o f
policy, made the morning of the elec
tion is, "The office of Senate president,
as I see it, is primarily administrative
and where necessary, dedicated to
policy formation. If elected president,
I will do my best to make the work
with details efficient and the forma
tion of policy effective."
Class senators, who were elected
several weeks ago are: class of. 1944,
John Smeltz and Virginia Clark, class
of 1943, Robert Lessing and Betty
Lockwood, and class of 1942, Erdine
Maxwell and Gerald Stryker,

held in

will be
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IucUonJ discourses.

ra uwuu in

m .l
uie coucg cnapei
6. For his ooenins number Mr. I
Barris chose Mozart's
"Sonata I Pacifists Meet at Bluffton
in D major." He then played the
Fantasy in F minor , and Mazurka I Student pacifists will meet this
in C sharp minor opus 63 No. 3" by I week-enfor an
conference
I
Chopin.
at Bluffton College, Bluffton. Ohio.
The program also included I The following delegate will leave
Schumann's "Symphonic
Studies. I after the Color Dav activiti: Marv
Deems Taylor's "Prelude and Study I Smucker, Margaret Coryell; Virgin
in Rhythm, and Debussy's Two Ar I SaUenhach, and Montford Smith.
besques B major and .G fnakw,.
The Sunday school service atMas
"Paganini", Liszt'i "Gardens in thel ville will be led this Sunday by Fuv
Rain" and "La Companella
con - ley Grissett. The regular meeting of
eluded the program.
the Peace League will not be held.
.-
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ASSOCIATES

It is becoming obvious here at Wooster that
there is a definite cleavage between the faculty
and the student body concerning our entry
into tho latest European war.
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A few pencil scribblings, an empty candy
paper, a borrowed typewriter, a late hour and
dim lights are hardly what one might term
"inspiration" for conjuring up rosy thoughts
..concerning May and queens and- balls and
crepe paper and lilacs and lazy days and all
such that dne may feel at leisure to think on
particularly. How-- '
or indulge inon week-end- s
ever,' in spite of the,discouraging surroundings
-

self-suf-ficien-

there are certain concrete facts which are able
to dd something towards driving academic
gloom. For example, the MAY QUEEN'S
BALL which is to be held in the gym this
Friday night, May 9, stands out as a distinctive social function of this particular week. The
queen and her court will find their dancing
pleasure enhanced by a romantic Persian setting in keeping with the Color Day pageant
theme. Lynn Lincoln has charge of the decorations and worries that
them. (It may
also be mentioned in passing that a dinner at
the Wooster Country Club will ' precede the
above festivity.) Larry Grayson's orchestra will
take care of the musical part of the program,
beating time from 8 to 12 with a momentary
relapse about intermission.

.

.
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Is The Meaning Lost?
Senior chapels seem to have lost their meaning if the one last Friday was an example.
The entire student body failed to - grasp the
significance of the occasion. The laughter and
loud chatter which echoed throughout the
diapel was disgusting.

-

The time is now ripe for a senior to feel
justly proud, of himself for after all he has
accomplished something.-Instead- ,
many of the
class acted as naive and childish in their
gowns and mortar boards as would a bunch
of incoming freshmen.
The.orogram should be. welLpreparcd.
cause this set the note of the whole service.
is noi impressive, the chapel service has

definitely lost its deeper significance.
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On COLOR DAY BRING YOUR FRIENDS
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Club activities make Color Day headlines
On Sunday morning the IMPS with their
mothers as guests are breakfasting at Keeney's
cafeteria at nine (decorations include possible
"posies for parent.) The SPHINX intend to rise
early enough to be at Mrs. Harry's oh Buckeye
Street at 9:30 of the same morning. Their
.mothers and alumnae have been invited to join
them at "said" place. Corsages for remembrance and mothers are part of the plan. PEANUTS and PYRAMIDS will entertain their
guests at breakfast at the "Black and Gold" at
9; 30 also. Various types of decorations and
spring blossoms will help to fill the respective
tables while Mrs. Flory's menu 'will absorb
a good part of the time and interest of all con'
cerned.
evening, alI wiH "be anxious to
attend the Color Day dance to be held in the
gym at 8. Larry Grayson and his. "Cruisers"
will play for the occasion..

"Gone-With'The-Wind-Ideal-is-
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anti-individualis-

good-bye-

If this

the high seas." The
navy
To the Editor of the Voice:.
and other defense projects now under
I should like to comment on three
construction will not provide adequate
quotations from the recent editorial
protection soon enough.
called "Class is Justified." As my
(2) Victory is more possible with
comments are of the
an ally than without one, for the lattype, I hope you will print
ter would mean more loss of life and
them.
destruction of our own territory.
First: "The senior class has been
(3) We believe that Democracy incriticized because it hired an expenvolves obligations as well as privileges.
sive orchestra." At its March meeting
One of these obligations is to help
the college faculty, without a single
preserve the democratic principle for
dissenting vote, passed a resolution
our neighbors as well as ourselves.
of disapproval of the seniors' dance
the other hand we do not
budget and a "request that "it be rethat
passive subjection to Hitler
considered. The class chose not to
will
achieve
our goal of maintaining
grant this request, and the issue is
liberal
a
of life. Recent events
way
therefore closed; but in view 'of this
substantiate
seerh
to
this belief: witunanimous action, and considering
ness
Denmark.
Under
the Nazi regime
that the Voice goes out to many
we
contend
that
is
it
impossible to
schools and colleges, I think it would
practice .liberalism. To. prove .our
have been courteous to the faculty to
point we should like to list briefly the
state that at least a part of the critimostDvert evil acts committed by the
cism came from that body, instead of
Nazis?
using ahe vague anonymity of the
and
passive voice.
To put it more
Second: "Has the war already had
specifically all individual rights are
so much effect on us that it must mold
suppressed in the interests of the
our personal affairs and pleasures?"
Nordic
super-statThe obvious answer to this question
Education is admittedly not a
is "Of course; why not?" My persearch for truth; it is; in the words
sonal affairs and pleasures are certainly being affected by the increase :, of Darre, . Nazi minister of agriculing taxes of the defense expenditure,
ture, an attempt to develoo vounc
and will increasingly be so affeefedr-- J giants of pure Nordic blood, who are
The personal affairs and expenditures
brutal, domineering, with no fear of
of students' parents are, and will be,
death, and no moral scruples, and the
gleam of beasts of prey in their eyes.
affected. The personal affairs and
pleasures of virtually every unincar-cerateWhere is there room for liberty in
such a philosophy? A system that
adult in the United States will
be affected. The only people who may
allows no opposition cannot but be
not be consciously hampered are. intolerant and cause untold 'misery.
young children, whose families will
Aside from any objection on moral
try to protect them as much as posor liberal grounds, the economic quessible. Are we to suppose that college
tion alone is enough to make us think
seniors, still.. belong to this group? I
seriously before compromising with
have often heard students accused of
the Nazis. It is perfectly obvious to
adult infantilism, but I cannot reany well informed and intelligent
member ever before seeing the fact ed
student ..that the world is so' interdeitorially admitted and even defended.
pendent that even American
Third: "This is the last project of
is impossible without a drastic
the class of 1941." At a time when
lowering of the standard of living.
human misery has attained its greatFor the reasons mentioned briefly
est height en centuries misery which
above public opinion is not willing
can be greatly alleviated by sympathy
to allow this .country to follow the
and generosity , isn't it rather crass
road of passive subjection. The Gallup
to publicize the fact that the class of
Poll in December 1940 showed that
1941 can discover no more worthy
40 per cent wanted to stay out and
"last project" than an extra-costl'. 60 per
cent wanted to help England,
dance orchestra?
even at the risk of getting into the
Sincerely yours,
war.
'
Mary Rebecca Thayer
,
In conclusion we would like to refute a statement made in a recent
To the Editor of the' Voice:
Voice editorial, which said, "The deIn the present world crisis, we befeat of England is a less terrifying
lieve that each American must
e
prospect than our involvement in the
for himself which attitude he
European slaughter." We believe that
will adopt, that of all-oeffort to
our above statements have shown, in
preserve the principles of democracy,
a very limited way, thatthe defeat of
or that of passive subjection to a
England and the subsequent Nazi'
d
world. The first attidomination would be much more untude necessitates a decision between
civilized than a war. Since we must
aiding Britain now or fighting alone
make a choice between the alternatives
the Nazi menace in the future, for
of Nazi domination and war, we
Britain will surely go down without
choose the latter as the lesser evil? It
''
aid.
therefore . follows that, since war is
We believe that aiding Britain is
inevitable, it would be for our owA
the" more realistic policy of the two
good, and incidently our neighbors,
because; (1) We shall not be; strong
to give all-oaid to England imenough to fight alone since, as" Secmediately, and we would condone this
retary Hull recently said, "We shall
war as the most practical means of
have lost every possible stategic adachieving our goal of liberalism.
vantage, for the invading countries .
Mary E. Johnsten
will have acquired complete control
Margaret M. Ellis
of the other four continents and of
Phyllis M. Bannon- - anti-churc-

dorms become disgusted and indifferent when
they are consistently unable to contact a girl
because the telephone line "is busy." If a man
has. to wait 15 minutes to get a date fonthe
movies, you can be mighty sure that he will
go with "the fellas since he feels it's a bother
to waste that much time telephoning a girl.

.-

know

two-ocea- n

.

The majority of men that call girls in
Holden, Hoover, Babcock, and

if they "cut it short."

'

Letters to the Editor Express Comment
Adverse to Recent Voice Editorials

n,

Hang Up!

So it seems that the girls in the lorig run
are slitting their own throats. Few women find
difficulty in expressing profound sorrow in
their inability to accept certain dates, so it
"
should be similarly easy to "say
to
those fellas that just don't know when to stop.
The women aren't entirely to blame, too few
telephones in the dormitories, and long winded
men are also factors. The power lies with the
women, however, to erid the conversation, and
we believe that it would be to their advantage

:

.It has reached these ears that cer- tain faculty members, administrators,
and other adjuncts on Mr. Painter's
- iiStrof checks,rsuchc as" librarians, "are"
itwaf unexpected-becau- se
in addition to opening the way to
perturbed at the unreadiness ofur
the rosy life of a college professor,
collegians (quoted word for word)
it dispersed the gloom that hangs over i "to stand up and fight against the
many a senior's last weeks at Wooster.
evil of Europe." Such an attitude is,
to say the least, shocking. There are
Miss Coyle's undergraduate days
had been as busy as her teaching J two aspects to the shock to be considered here, in the order of their imcdreer was to be. Academically she had
portance.
been elected a member of Phi Beta
Kappa. Socially she had been selected
1918 Was Different
- Firstly, we cannot exactly conceive
as the freshman in the Pyramids
Along
lines she had
of .these
" starred in dramatics, and even found
as doing a lot of warmongering
29 years ago in the last lunacy. Brieftime later' on as a faculty member to
ly, things were 'different' then. We
take part in those professional produchave heard tell of a 1941 idealist who
tions which came to an end with
"Kind Ladyin 1936.
fainted in 1918 when the Army handTo look at Miss Coyle's record of ed him' a gun; he served his country
in the Office Force. But then Emergraduate work and travel experiences
son said "Consistency is but the hobis to marvel at female application and
goblin of a small mind" anyway. No
vitality. Three summers' work at the
malice intended, we just want to
Ohio State Lake Laboratories and a
scratch
our empty head with our unsemester's study at Ohio State brought
manly
hand.
a Master of Science degree in 1929.
After a refreshing tour of Europe and
They Taught Us
a summer studying Rocky Mountain
Secondly, we like to talk about it
flora in Colorado, Miss Coyle began
because it is a delightful enigma to
work on her doctorate.
us, this funny quirk of the human
mind that has people whispering one
She spent 1932-3at Ohio State
moment and shouting the next. With
University studying the "Algae of
the teacher trying to break up . a .
Some Ohio Soils" and the next year
school
yard fight, we wonder, "What's
received a Ph.D. A vacation was in
going
on here?" We were not
order, so a carfull of women with the
when Churchill and Co. got
hew Doctor at the wheel headed for
busy
the
on
oratory. We sort of exCalifornia the next summer. The inthe" Martucci Family to get
pected
auguration of a course in bacteriolon the other side, of the fence and
ogy at Wodster in 1937 was in part
talking 'unconditional war,' with
start
the. result of a summer's attendance
everybody
either carrying the. ball or .
at Columbia's College of Physicians,
running
interference.
When we
'
and Surgeons.;,v...
to react was when our educating-- "
The next two summers Miss Coyle
elders (wKo mould our thoughts)
shipped out of New York aboard
joined the gang on the corner. The
freighters of the Royal Netherlands
point simply is: you and I were raised
Steamship Company
as a passenger,
in the
r
era and we were taught
of course. While the "Amor" and the
to hate war and cultivate peace; we
"Flora" stopped to discharge cargo
were inculcated with this single pasat ports of Haiti, Venezuela, the Basion seven days a week our education
hamas, and the island of Curacao, the
has always striven for
twelve passengers went ashore to see
so far as such things are conthe sights of these Caribbean lands.
cerned. BUT, now, after twenty years,
"turn completely around and run,
On one of these days ashore at
don't walk!" Steeped in the liberal
Haiti a party hired some
arts, isolated from the world of realmounts and the "indispensable local
ity in this cultural Garden of Eden, ,
"guides" for a trip into the hinterland.
The paths leading to the black em- - ' and with every effort strained (as directed by pulpit pronouncements) to
peror's citadel which Miss Coyle and
'
be individuals in thought and action
her cohorts had determined to visit
some of us are slow to react to
were narrow. Furthermore they hung
the
momentum of the masses, and not
out over infinity. In" addition the
so.
many
but a good number of our
beasts of burden invariably picked
elders
shocked. As the London
are
their way along the paths' outer edge
cabby
said:.
because walking on the inside meant
"Wot the "ell, I cawn't
quite
hunderstand."
getting scratched a n d bruised by
'bushes and rocks. Says Miss Coyle:' "I
Admitted there is cynicism on the
.
was perfectly miserable! Only the
campus, but, and here's where you
mountain flora kept me from passing
just must laugh, the people who are
, '
out."
now appalled are the very demons
Yet with all these doings far from
who caused it.
the shadow of Kauke's towers, Miss
We Will Fight
Coyle. has done her part to keep things
Wejl, the war will pass and we will
running smoothly on the hill. Last
grow old ahd probably pull the same
summer the Kappa chapter of Ohio
nasty trick on ourselves and our own
sent two representatives to the tru
tender
People are just fun.
ennnial Phi ,Beta Kappa conference
ny that way. With or without
at San Francisco; one of these was the
this world is a funny place.
chapter's secretary, Elizabeth E. Coyle.
I 'can't make up my mind whether
The administrative board of W. S.
to go to church next Sunday or not
G. A. has Miss Coyle as one of its
I hate to think of lying to myself
adviseryis have the Pyramids.
later on. Then too, according to the
"Thee is one job I am determined authorities, the time has come to quit
to give up this spring," declares Miss
rationalizing and start acting. Little
Coyle. Little does it matter-tha- t
this need for worry June'H get all of
job is a rhere clas sccertaryship, for
us but our
friends. And, ,
there will always be more and more
incidentally, I don't think you'll find
work and responsibility for a woman
any boys jumping out of second story
the-ne-

Yes , we

r,

(Editors note The copy beat the
but rain didn't).
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With Color "Day so near it borders upon
blasphemy to make any illusion to the weather. At no other time, however, can we conjecture upon its whims and not be accused of
filling space with an idle, weather-beatetale,
for the fete of .a Queen is at stake. It is certain that if the weather-man'- s
string of
is
ies
not snapped before Saturday it will snap
in all its fury about 9 a.m. of that day. We've
enjoyed his balmy offerings no end
but
steeped in tradition as we are, a foreboding
pessimism cloaks our joy. If it isn't too late,
perhaps it would be advisable to eliminate from
the pageant anything even vaguely resembling
Hopi .Indian
theWooster
rairi gods are easily appeased. While still in a
suggestive mood if the calendar makers can
not collaborate successfully with Mr. Weath-3raMahereafter Color Day might be arranged to conclude the Week of Prayer.

purpose of this editorial has been to clarify,
not to prophesy.

off-camp-

only-the-rair--

"Joe Palooka way of doing things"
to fire in the other direction
at our
elders. This, With veherifence.

.

nt

extra-curricul- ar

.
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week it is

d,
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especially in times like these.

'

i

i

week-en-

d

There is little doubt in our minds that the
men of this campus would be willing to fight
at once if they thought our security was
menaced. The feeling at the present time is
that our nation is not endangered by Hitler.
What the feeling will be a week or even' a"
day from now does not now concern us. .The

e

i

-

week-en- d

anti-Semitis-

we-hav-

-

-

.

security is menaced.

Some women wonder why they receive eleventh' hour invitations, bthers'wonder why they
aren't dated at all! We hesitate to be too
frank, but we believe that
one of jh.e
fundamental reasons.
,

-

ColJust 13 years ago this
brill-iabe
sure, a
to
or Day
senior at Wooster, Elizabeth Eleanor Coyle, was asked to stay on.
fall and become instructor in the
biology department. The offer was as

ncern

During the past week it has come to our
attention that Certain faculty members have
a misconception of the point of view of the
majority of the students. This point of view,

.

0

-

"!

n

,

their country" asone iirc,iJa5ne adminis..
tration put it.
As we see it, the difference of opinion is
not whether we are afraid to fight or not but
rather whether or not we feel our national

-i

andjhefinajjpiswer
P.? J2PLH-eJC- i
that the student reached was . . sound asleep.
A follower of Von Hartman and a personal
friend of Morpheus!

smooth-cheeke-

Views Are Clarified

r

...'.-

Last week we talked about the rather
low capability of the average citizen,

By GERALD STRYKER
1

High School Day was a great success, in spite
of the three defeats in the athletic events. In
fact, we are inclined to believe that these
were psychological master ' strokes. We can
just see, in our mind's eye, some
high school senior and prospective
student watching our bearded blunderers go
down to defeat and saying to himself, "Woos.
ter peeds me!" And we do, too,

-

Edith Beck, Gordon Gray, Martha Divert, Margaret Bayior,
Nancy Limy, Loia Schroeder, Phyllit Johnson, Ruth Kreaa,
Evelyn Baker, Roger Beck, Virginia Clark, Margaret Neely,
Jim Rowe, Peggy Welah, Betty MacPhee, Eileen Beisty, Barbara
Baker, Ellen Vaugh. Betty Steiner, Martha McCreight, Celia
Rectler, Pauline Brannon, Betty Daviea, Nancy Robinson, Ellen
Cola, Imogene Bingaman, Walter Krumm, Virginia Hart,
Mary Smucker, Carl Albaugh, Ed Morris, John Gebhardt, Alan
Moir, Bob Douglaw. William Shun, Betty Piatt.'

t

- -

.

Dorothy Ricttrda,- Grace Ohki,
Stark, Mary Ellen Park

we believe, should be clarified. We make-n- o
claims for speaking for the students but we
do believe "that weunderstand them better
than! do the faculty. The particular opinion
that 'we are concerned with is the conclusion
that the reluctance "of the student body, par- ticularly the meri of the college, to "enter the
present war is due to fear for their lives; that
they are "sissies" and are Jafraid to fight for

.

1941

;DICK WALLACE:

Faculty

NWS ASSOCIATES
Art Griffin.

.
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By "PETE" GRUBER
,
Ever since John Shriver's cartoon about
Wooster students sleeping over their books,
for interesting
we have been on the look-ou- t
case studies. We have noted a wide, variety of
studentixeaction to the book in hand." If the
book is dull, so is the student; if it is funny,,
likewise the student. If the book broaches a
qustion, the student invariably attempts art
answer. We watched one student in a losing
battle against pessimism.'The book was "Where- -
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Buchanan DeieatsL,
Musking um, 3 to 2

ft

i

nil.

i i

'

Pame on anflIor as

Thinclads

Suffer
Defeat t o Muskies

"ogresses

6693011

Scots Take Only 5 Firsts

It wasn't until the fifth inning that
Wooster inched victory. After one
man had beenjetiredLZeiglcr walked
and moved to third ' when Sanborn
dropped a hit in left field. Zeigler
scored on the Muskies second boot
of the afternoon. Sanborn stole second and third and came-homwith
the deciding run as Hurlbut singled.
Muskingum threatened to tie the
score - in their half - of - the &t .'S
n
Robertson opened with a single. Al
though Luchetti forced him at sec
ond, Holtsclaw's hit, a long triple
scored the left fielder and placed the
tieing run on 'third with only one out.
Buchanan, showing signs of brilliance,
struck out Lo Presti and got Everett
on a week bounder to MacDonald.

4- -.

i
win
In Best Gameof Season
By HERB

n

wards on Lo Presti's safe smash.

Southpaw Hurls Scots To
r
i
rati
i
01 ear
Lver Kiyai
.

.

ERVIN

Coach, Johnny Swigart's Scots won
a three to two decision from Mus- -

Muskingum Hands Out
76Y2 to 54V2 Trouncing

le

e

New Concord diamond in perhaps the
most thrilling and nerve wracking
"gameths?arthis season.'
Don Buchanan, Wooster ' southpaw
twirler, bested Dave McDowell, Muskingum's ace in an exciting pitcher's
battle. Although McDowell gave up
but seven hits while the Muskies.were
collecting' nine off Buchanan's efforts,
Wooster took full advantage of their
safe drives in gaining their first major
sport win over Muskingum for the
1940-4school year.
a
I
l
t
t
ine ocots cook an early lead
in
the first inning when Vigrass was
safe on third baseman Holtsclaw't
error.' Vigrass stole second, and after
Sanborn had struck out,
Vigrass
scored when Shinn singled.
.
i
a..
evenea tne
iv.usKingum
.score in
the third when Holtsclaw singled,
stole second, and scored shortly after J
.
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By AL MOIR
Building up a big lead before the
Scot runners started scoring, the
Muskingum tracksters trotted to victory over the Wooster squad in Sev
erance Stadium last Saturday. - "
Until Les .Thomas ran, 5", inthe
880 the Scot runners had been beaten
to the tape in every event. The Mus
kies ended the meet with nine first
places and a tie for first in another
- '
event. - The shot-pu- t
was the first event
completed, a first and second place
for the visiting muscle-me- n
giving
them a good start. Victories in the
mile run and 440 followed, and when
they garnered the first two places in
the century dash, the visitors were
off to a 26 to 10 lead. As each fol
lowing event went against us, it was
just a matter of how high the total
score would be.
Kaser, distance runner for the down.
state school, built up a lead in the
--

J

-
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By NELSON and GOHEEN
Scoring all their 13 runs in four
innings, the Scot baseball team romped
to a decisive 13-victory over the
Capital University nine last Thursday
in Severance stadium. Six runs in the
first got the home team off to a good
start, with four more tallies in the
fourth and two in the eighth only
adding to the sting of the defeat.
Captain Byron Hurlbut rapped out
the crowning blow in the first whenH
he smashed out a home-ruwith one
runner on base. Sanborn hit a single
in the same inning, running his consecutive hitting streak to seven. Ten
men batted in this frame ' for' the
Scots. '. "
,; - ......
4

n

Phone 812
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in the next inning,

ON COLOR DAY
BRING YOUR FRIENDS TO

CITY TAXI
1

two out

McDowell doubled,
but Buchanan
forced Stahl to pop to Shinn. Wooster- got Hurlbut to second in the
eighth but left him stranded when
the Scot hitters failed to get the ball
out of the infield.
Wooster will travel 'to Gambier for
a game with Kenyon on Friday, and
Ohio Wesleyan is scheduled to appear on
Color Day card.

1

Suits and Overcoat!..

th-v-

--

mile during th third lap bat was
forced to th limit to no oat Bract
Powers. Um Utter md up fifteen
yards in the last lap but was still a
yard behind at the tape. Kaser also
took the two-mirun, finishing about
20 yards ahead of Lather Hall, who
was followed in by Finley Grissert.
Don Halter and Jack Muxworthy
were the only individual Scot winners
besides Thomas. Halter took firsts in
both hurdle events "while 'Muxy neJ"
for. first in the pole
Bill Sadler is still having a hard
time getting started in the dashes,
taking a third in the 100 and a second in the 220. In both these events,
he was forced to finish fast to make
up the .ground he lost in starting.
Thomas was the running star for
the Scots, running a beautiful half-mi- le
to win going away. He also ran
the first lap on the victorious mile-relteam and built up a sizeable lead
for the following runners to work
on. The home squad was disappointed
in the field events, especially in the
weight and high jump. A third in the
shot and discus, a second and third
in the javelin was all the Scots could
take of those four events.

curves. He was stunned and forced
to rest for a minute, but stayed in and
pitched the rest of the game.
Sanborn slapped out a homer in
the second, and from then on in it was
just a matter of guesswork as to how
high the scose would go. Thirteen hits
rattled off the Scots clubs; including
the two . home-run- s
and a double by
Lehman.
Buchanan pitched a superb game
all the way, being troubled mostly by
his own wildness as he walked eight
and hit two batters He had the stuff
w

v r

w

SATURDAY'S GAME

f

W-4,:tiii:-

-l

v.

i

attack by collecting between them 8 of
Oberlin's twenty hits, each hitting
safely four times. Kofron hit a terrific home run with the bases loaded
in. the seventh inning. Captain By
Hurlbut led the Scot offense by getting three of their nine hits, a single,
double, and a triple.
"Hank" Totten started on the
mound for Wooster, and for a few

ay

,

innings was as effective as Giles, who
started for Oberlin. In the third,
fourth, and fifth innings Oberlin
piled up a six run lead, which they
never lost. Jennings relieved Totten
in the sixth and was even less effective.
He was replaced by Buchanan in the

.

eighth.
In the first half of the third inning,
The local boys got onto Giles in
the big hit for the visitors was a blow
the eighth and ninth innings, scoring
TRACK Case
on the forehead received by their
three runs in the eighth and two in
GOLF Denison
hurler, Dozer, when he stepped into
the ninth, but the earlier wildness and
the,: path of one of Don Buchanan's
inability of the Scot hurlers to get out
of the holes safely, along with the
when he needed it, and struck out
erratic base running of their teameight. It was his second victory of the
mates made the rally useless.
Ed's Edition
season, also tne second win of the" '41
season for 'the team.
BASEBALL

wmlt..

Ohio Wesleyan

CO I OR

DAY

Will Be a Huge Success if You

Make Reservations Now

.

WHEN YOU GO TO COLLEGE
THIS FALL

Take advantage

of the "College Special"
ROUND TRIP

RID UCEE) FARES
"

,

These special school and college rail tickets, with their liberal extended return limits, are immensely popular with students and teach.
ers. When you are ready to go to school this Fall, buy one. You may
use the return coupon to travel home at Christmas. There are also
reduced round trip Pullman rates in connection with4he$e "College
Special" tickets, The ticket agent In your own home town, or any
railroad passenger representative cart give you full details regard-- v
Ing return limits, slop over privileges, prices, etc.

and Safe Travel by Train
ASSOCIATED EASTERN RAILROADS
Be Thrifty

Enjoy a Good QUICK LUNCH

Dodgers and Indians
Show Expected Form to
Top League Standings

Hurls
Three

Oberlin Wins
Sproull
Team
The defeat of the Scot's baseball
nine climaxed a day of defeats for T 0
Victories
the Wooster teams here last Saturday.
After the tennis and track teams had
Now that the Major League base- both suffered loses, the baseball team
Backing the steady pitching of Dick
ball season has moved into its second dropped a
t
to Oberlin by the Sproull with some
fielding,
month we are bettrfr able to check score of
the Town team has gained the top
predictions.
up on the
Kofron, the right fielder, and
position
in ,the intramural Softball
While the flash in the pans are dying
the short stop, led the visitor's
league. This aggregation is now the
out the cream of the crop is coming
to fhe top. The same thing is happen- done last year. If the pitching staff only undefeated team in the loop,
continues to hold up nobody should
ing to the league standings. .
boasting three wins.
touch
them. ' Rizzuto and Priddy
Over in the National League the
Closely following the Town team
Giants and the Cubs got off to a seemed to have successfully plugged
keystone
Yanks
have
sack,
the
but the
flying start, but with the close of the
are the nines of Kenarden II and
first eastern swing it looks like the developed leaks other places. It looks Kenarden V, each boasting three wins
experts were right when they said like the bad year Red Rolfe had last against a single loss. A
peppy Dougthe Terry and Wilson entries just season was the beginning of the end
lass East team handed the Fifth boys
didn't have it. The Dodgers and the for his baseball career. The Yanks
des
Cards are showing all the form that trip through the west has been a bit their loss, while the
disasterous
this
they
writing
and
Douglass
feated
at
West team upset the
was predicted of them. Both squads
have come up with more starting game still have the Indians to meet. From Second nine.
pitchers than they know what to do this corner it looks like the Tigers
The best pitching performances were
with. The Reds seem to be content to have a little more than Hank Green-berto come and go on. They are turned in by Dick Sproull, Bill
stay in the background at this point
in the race, or is it they just don't developing a more than "fair" shortand Herb Ervin in holding the
have the stuff this year. The Pirates, stop m Croucher and their pitching opposition to two, one, and two runs
in the cellar for the first couple of staff ranks with the best in the league.
respectively.
weeks, have begun to get their heads The Red Soxs don't seem to have
Arrangements are being jnade to
above water. With a little help from much more than the winter experts
the pitching staff they will give the predicted o f them; while Jimmy have a picked team from the Kenarleaders some trouble. Nobody expected Dykes' outfit seems to be taking up den1. League represent Wooster in a
slug-fes-
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pre-season-

air-tig-

in the MARINE ROOM at

44 4 4 411
x
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Remember MOTHER

MAY 11th

With LENTHERICS GARDENIA

COLOGNE

or a WHITMAN'S SAMPLER

Chocolate Fudge Cake a Specialty
540 BEALL

AVENUE

's

Dip-ma-

i

the newly named Braves or the Phillies
to go anywhere, so they are being
very obliging.
In the American League the Indians are doing what they should have

n,

New Smartly Tailored and

HAND I .BAGS
--

DESIGNED WITH A PURPOSE

f

or Mother's Gilt
75c to

PLAY

'

I
J.95

'

tl

where they left off last year, the roll

home-and-hom-

WOOLCRATTSHOP
At Boyl Drug Store

Pub. Sq.

Makes "Soup and Fish

wi

that length of time only because we have always
tried to do only first class work.

Distinctively packaged colognes
that are exclusive at Annals.
The new odors are Woodhue,

KERCH

Shirt

I E F S
-

$3J)0

HOSE

.

Bawson Studio
;

1.50

T

a

ANNAT
Co.

col-

turned

is

semi-sobos
om is pleated and just
the thing to wear
white coat. Mitoga
sanionzed shrunk.

The Appropriate Gift for

ft

Can Be Found in this shop

FREEDLANDERS

M. O'Neil Shop
142 EAST LARWILL ST.

PHONE 728

MRS. EARL SNYDER, . Representative

THE COLLIER PRINTING CO.
Bevcr and North Sts.

Phone 400
'

Printed and Engraved Stationery
Special Fresh Fried Lake Pike

35c
--

and2.50
U

nis

lar attached
down, the

$1.00 - $1.50 $2.50
Same Odors in. Perfume

Pain-in-the-neck-t-

shirt. The starched

Tigress, Aphrodisia, Straw Hat
and Chambray.

TRY US AND SEE

Upstairs

D

Will Be Delighted With

Colognes

.We Have Made College Portraits for 46 Years

AN

1

Moiker

We begin our 48th year in business this May 1st.
We feel it has been possible to be in business

Easy As Pie

v

Mother's Day

Shoe Store

across from Hotel Wooster

965-- W

ARROW

No

SHU

Come in and see our selections

.

Phone

t,

series with a Softball

e

New Line of JEWELRY

Just What She Would Like

AI'ISTER

3.98

We have other gifts sure to please

of knqeking off the leaders. Down in
St. Louis the Browns don't look as team from Oberlin College, and posgood as this column predicted. They sibly other nearby schools. More incan't go much lower.
formation on this will follow.

H
1

PURSE1.00
Many Beautiful Styles
-

1200-- W

'Shoreham'

A Pair of Daniel Green
HOUSE SLIPPERS

HOSE

PHQNE

ht

FOR MOTHER'S DAY

Nylon or Chiffon

.

g

STYPES DRUG STORE
.

MRS. NELLIE FLORY, Manager

9.

De-vit-

-

BLACK & GOLD TEA ROOM

three-time-

or CHOCOLATE SODA

4 J44

To Bring Your Friends to

tttTTTT

TTTTTTt

BLUE WILLOW RESTAURANT"
Next to Wayne1 County Bank

:.

L. C. Smith

.

,

and Corona

Portable Jmxrjdtors
We service alt makes of typewriters

THE, WOOSTER VOICE

Young Announces
College Award ol
Ten Scholarships

.

CHAPEL

Eminent Industrialist

.

i

.

Douglass Counsellors Prepare Sage Advice ior Frosh Debate Students

yw:v::'..'

Monday, May 12 Miss Doris Fetzer,
organ music. '
Tuesday, May 13
Cameron Beck,
guest speaker.

Will Revisit Wooster

Thursday, May 8, 1941

'

..

.

Hold Mock Trial

mmmmair

Dr. Emerson Miller' debate
closed the debate season byholding their annual "ivS day stiv-omock trials in which members of
the debate teams acted as lawyers, jury,
defendants, plaintiffs .and witnesses Virginia Lee, actress, sued Dave
Neely, a psychoanalysis! for divorce on
the grounds of mental cruelty. She
charged that the defendant called her
all kinds of technical terms in analysing all her emotional movements,
thereby burning all the innate genius
sem-wU- m

-

:iv::::

Ralph A. Young, director of
sions, announced today the name of
those students who won scholarships
admis-

on examinations conducted during
High School Day last Saturday. Out

Wednesday, May H
dent meetings.

Notices and stu

Thursday, May
Wishart.

Dr. Charles ,. F.

,

1

5

f

-

"
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Music Club Chooses
Eight New Members""

of the 132 students taking the exams,
ten were awarded honor scholarships.
Winners in the English . examinations were: Jean C Reitsman of West
v
Cleveland high school; Elizabeth
Loraiiw high - school; Carol
Bender, Jackson township school; and
Delores Mack of South Lima, high
school.

"

Wat-erhotue-

.

Ralph Donaldson of Shaker Heights
high school; Donald Fry of May field
Heights, high school, and Jeanne
...
CAMERON BECK
Mueller of Cleveland James Ford
4
Rhodes high school were highest in
'
Cameron Beck, industrial relations
the mathematics exams.
consultant, will speak to the students
The scholarship awarded for high and faculty during the chapel period,
'
honors on the Spanish exam went to Tuesday, May 13.
"
diRoger Hunt of Lakewood high school,
personnel
been
Mr. Beck has
while John Gould of Carrollton high rector of the New York stock exschool, and David Talbot of Mans- change for ,17 years and has been difield high won honors in the Physics rector of the New York Stock Exand problems of democracy exams change Institute for five years.
respectively.
Mr. Beck visited the college and addressed the students Feb. 9, 1940.
1

.
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SHIRTCRAFTX

Recent appointments to the next
year's Y.M.C.A. cabinet have been
announced by Secretary John Smeltz.
They are: Haines Reichel, program
chairman, and John Clay and Ted
Graff, advisors to the freshman Y. M.
C. A.
--

Pause and refresh
...at the
familiar
red
cooler

ummersports
Hi
atnpionsi
a.

K

.Lightweight champions,

.

.-

-- 7

-

Fortnightly music club has just an
nounced the names of the new members-elected
to the society, Those selected by the club for their musical
ability and interest are Eileen Palmer
and Pauline Smith from the sopho- jnore class, and Rachel Shobert, Dor
othy Henderson,
George Mulder,
Richard Weldon, James Rowe, and
William LeFevre from the freshman

u'
J?er
5f J!ti5.2Z..f)Ut-..- ?
divorce was refused by the jury and
her plan backfired because of compli-cation- s
arising concerning the iceman.' She was sentenced by the jury
to be cubliclv snanked with a rfenm.
mendation tor clemency,
A second trial which also lasted
7 '
two days was the case of the people
class.
versus Bob West, accused of stealing
v
salt and pepper shakers made of
Officers for the coming year were
platinum from Michael Polansky'i
also elected at a business meeting on
jewelry store. The prosecuting atWednesday, April 30. The new leadtorney, Stan Coates, claimed West
ers are Charles Sommers, president;
maliciously acquired these shakers as
BarVirginia Witzler,
Courtesy of the Daily Record
an anniversary present for his finan-ce- e
bara Hogg, secretary; James Bean,
Pictured from left to right are: Jim Bruere; John Clay of Canal Fulton; Those shown arc discussing their new
who was a rabid collector of shaktreasurer.
Donaldson of Princeton, Mass.; Jim Ted Graff of New Philadelphia and responsibilities as Douglass hall counAs- - their, last
ers. By producing two identical picof the
Vitella of Trenton, N. J.; Dean John Bob West of Great Falls, Montana. selor for next year.
year Fortnightly spent - an hilarious
tures of himself, West proved he had
a "Mart
evening in a "Gay Nineties' setting.
The highlight of the evening's proresponsible for the crime.
gram were two piano solos by Mrs.
Monday, May 12, the band will trav-e- l Amusing.
Plans for the state convention of
Clarice Paul Parmelee;. "Hearts and
Orrville to give an assembly
to
Sigma
Delta Pi, honorary Spanish
Flowers" and "Narcissus".
By HAINES REICHEL
the high school. 'Some
for
program
fraternity,
to be - held at Wooster,
The first number, "Tell Me Pretty
While working on research probnumbers given in the local concert
May
Saturday,
17, were discussed at
Maiden" was sung by June Whitmer,
SANDWICHES AND
will be presented. Bill Fissell and lems, Dr. Ralph V. Bangham of the theclub's regular meeting at the home
Barbara Hogg, Lois Lambie, Virginia
biology
department,
has
been
sancMALTED MILK
Mitchell will be the featured
of President Louise Oberholtzer,
Witzler, James Casserly, Charles Som- John
by
tioned
the
conservation
as
state
a
soloists. The band will leave Kauke at
Wednesday, May 7.
mers, John Bone, and Paul Parmelee.
officer and is supplied with the neces1:45 p.m. Monday in full uniform.
During the convention Wooster will
This was followed by "Oh What We
being made sary credentials to waive interruption be host to the Sigma Delta Pi chapPreparations
now
are
Two We.re Saying", a duet by Elizafor the annual quad, concert to be of his wholesale seining of fish in the ters from Miami, Baldwin-Wallacbeth Lorson and Paul Parmelee.
local streams. Recently when the Drs.
given soon by the band.
S
'
FLOWER
and Denison.
June Whitmer and Charles SomBangham and Spencer were working
mers sang "A Bicycle Built for Two"
Biologists Visit State Park in the Mohican River in the state forand Lois Lambie presented "Sipping
est, they were pounced upon by two French Club Gives Play
Sider".
The biology majors are planning game wardens, who emerged from the
Mother's Day
During the intermission the audi- their, annual, picnic and field trip for
will
Le
TuesCefcle
Francais
meet
brush demanding an explanation for
Member Florists' Tele. Delivery
ence engaged in community sjnging May 12 at Mohican State Park. Fif- such
unlawful practices. When the day, May 13, in Holden basement .The
of Take Me Out to the Ball Game", teen of Dr. Bangham's biology ma.MARY L. BARRETT '
captured scientists produced their cast will present scenes from Moliere's
."The Bowery", "In the Good Old jors with Dr. Warren Spencer's inplay
Medecin'Malgre
"Le
which
Lui",
333 E. Liberty St.
600
Phdne
permits the wardens stepped back a
Summer Time", and "Won't You vertebrate zoology class and Miss
will
,be
presented
the
public
May
OHIO
WOOSTER,
to
bit, while surveying their prey, one
Come Over to My House".
Elizabeth Coyle's botany sections will was heard to remark, "I've often 21, in Scott auditorium.
In the last part of the program the spend the afternoon combing the hills heard
of guys like you but really
Barber Shop Quartet composed of and wading the streams of the state
never had the chance to see one."
John Bone, Paul Parmelee, Charles forest in search of specimens of flora,
At another time Dr. Bangham was
Sommers, and James Casserly gave fauns and marine life.
accosted by a dog warden in the
k
their rendition of "In the Shade of
swamps, who informed him that
the Old Apple Tree", and "Oh, You
Ohki Presents Recital the Ohio laws would be obeyed under
Is Making Big Preparations
Beautiful Doll", and Virginia Witzler
his administration. One by one the
sang "Only a Bird in a Gilded Cage".
Wednesday evening, May 7, Grace professor produced his permits and
DAY
COLOR DAY
.... The. evening ended with an
Ohki gave a piano recital at the con- licenses but these failed to impress this
cake walk which ended the servatory. The program began with a rabid
arm of. the law, because he said,
program in the spirit of the "Gay Sonata, by Beethoven and "Prelude "anyone
could have papersV.
HOTEL WOOSTER
Nineties".
and Fugue" by Bach. Miss Ohki also
With visions of handcuffs, a gun
(Known from Coast to Coast)
played "Nocturne in E major" by in his ribs, or a vacation behind iron
Chopin;
"In the Night", by Schu-man- bars with rations of bread and water,
Alumni Lunch in Babcock
"Caprice", by Medtner and Dr. Bangham, as a, last resort, proA luncheon will be served in lower "Rondo Capriecioso",
by Mendelduced a shiney badge similar to the
Babcock at noon on Color Day, May ssohn. The program was concluded warden's own badge of office. With
10, for all alumni and friends of the with the "Concerto in C sharp minor" this upon his chest, the professor was
college. Parents of the students are by
acclaimed an official and given the
DRY CLEANING
LAUNDRY
also invited to eat there. This luncheon
royal blessing of the dog warden.
SEE OUR AGENTS OR CALL 38
is being served for the convenience of Math
Elects Officers
those who wish to remain on the hill
Kappa Mu Epsilon, honorary mathPrexy, Delivers Sermon
for the afternoon activities at the
fraternity, elected Jim' Casser.
ematics
stadium.
Dr. Charies F. Wishart will
BEAUTY
ly, president; Erdine Maxwell,
the Color Day sermon in MeMarjorie Owen, secretary;
Beauty at Popular Prices - - Expert Permanent Waving
'41-4- 2
Officers Announced and Jim Halkett, treasurer, at its morial chapel, Sunday morning at
"
Wooster, O.
Phone 221
210yzE. Liberty
regular meeting, ' Wednesday, April 11 on "Concerning Wishful
Officers for the coming year were
30.
elected at the last meeting of Pembroke. Joy Donaldson is the new presLerch Heads Math Club
ident; Jean Hudson,
Margaret Freidinger, secretary; Lois
Byron Lerch was elected . president
Clowes, treasurer; Lucie Simon, mem- - of the mathematics club at the meetbership chairman.
ing Monday, May 5, in Taylor hall.
Dorothy Foote was elected
of the dub and, Marjorie Owen,

r

v

.

ill,

vice-presiden-

get-togeth-

t;

er

Band Plans Trip

Bottling Co.

SHOP-FLOWER-

For

Wooster, Ohio

$65

and MOTHER'S

1

Rimsky-Korsakof-

Double Kay Nuts

f.

.

Frat

With "Freshness Toasted In"
are TOPS always fresh. The
quality you are proud to serve
your friends. A pound box for
Mother on Sunday would bring

- -

vice-preside-

ICE CREAM

The Wayne County

SPECIAL

;

Y.W. Holds Last Meeting
The last meeting of the Y. W.

secretary-treasure-

KALTWASSER

will be

.

r.

chairman for the

GEO. H.

LAHM

221 B. LIBERTY ST.

.

to the Board

May 9, 10

T.

-

('

,'

i

Do you have plenty of film in your camera?
COLOR DAY calls for COLOR FILM .

We have the Gift and Card
11-12--

Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation
Federal Rusry Systaat

.fl

i

i

mill

,

-

that

"

will be sure to please her

Snyd er Studio

Irene Dunn

"Penny Serenade"

CAMERA and GIFT SHOP
WEDNESDAY-THURSDA-

May
MBMBBR

......

.--

13
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DAVID A. TAGGART
EDMUND SECREST
JOHN D. OVERHOLT

rSl

,
J

S.

May

,

Thd perfect ift for Mother I A
center of thhvellced candy fruit;
surrounded witn three Jan of fruit
and three Jara of win
Sireserrei
elliei, tugar coated Jordoq' almond, crispy almondettea, foil
wrapped fruit filled candies.

MOTHER'S DAY is Sunday

"Wa5n7R61IIt Night"

Cary Grant

CL LANDES

A BEAUTIFUL DELIGHTFUL SURPfiSif,

"Topper Returns"

"

RS. LANDES
E. C DDC

A

fimnr .msebii

We Have a Complete Line of Photographic Equipment

Joan Blondell
Roland Young

SUN.-MON.-TUE-

Directors

--

Saturday is COLOR DAY

Wooster Theatre
FRI.-SA-

3

j

:
:

E. C. DLX, Vice President

DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer
JtOBERT R. WOODS
Ass't Trust Officer'
WALTER C JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

DRUGS

FOR GRADUATION
A BEAUTIFUL W ATCI I

as

affair and Martha Milburn will act
as music chairman. The program will
be made up of Strauss waltzes.

Next to Schine's Wooster

Trust Officers

GRAYS

nt

CUT RATE

will

at 6:45 p.m., Wednesday,
May 18, in Kauke Music Room.
Mar-jorieiThom-

EDMUND SECREST, Vice Pres.
ROBERT R. WOODS, Cashier
W. G. GBRLACH, Ass't Cashier
C E. SHEARER, Ass't Cashier
'
THOMAS J. LANDES, Sec'y

SHOP

CUNNINGHAM'S

be held

Public Square and W. Liberty

E. S. LANDES, President

er

nt;

vice-preside-

24c Quart Brick

Officers

de-liv-

t;

.

ALSO

National Bank

LLIOT'S

E

the pleasure you desire.
-

KEENEY'S CAFETERIA

ed

vice-presiden-

SHIRTS

LIBERTY

e,

n;

top-notche- r!

-

Club Plays Host

Bangham Encounters

Shack Special

old-fashion-

full-bodie-

SPORT-

.

-- ..v-W

For

.

d
yet with all the
stamina you expect of a
Trimly tailored of cool, breezy sum- mer weaves . . . guaranteed
not to shrink out of fit.

-

,

Kil-buc-

1

Coca-Col- a

.

'

ff

v.;
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Experiences

Y.M. Meets Outdoors
The final meeting of the Y.M.C.A.
will be held at Miller's Pond, Wednesday, May 14. Arrangements for food,
fun and fellowship are under the direction of John Bathgate. All "Y"
members are urged to attend.

s

'

t

"

.

East Liberty at Bever Streets
.

t

.'

'

,

Phone 16

SHE WILL LIKE THESE DELIGHTFUL
Betty Lewis
Chocolates
All Hand Dipped
Chocolates
Assorted Nuts
Crisp' Centers

Fruits

Y

14-1-

f

Nougats, etc.
5

POUND

Lionel Barrymore - Lew Ayers

"People vs.
Dr ; Kildale"

Cleanina Co.

.
:

Phone 260

.

'

Curzon Ferris, agent

c
2 piiwtfa

TIC TOC
PERFUME
All the charm of the
18th Century are cap
tured in this clever
package. Every detail
is reproduced) even to
the bell glass jar.
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